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Abstract

We dynamically modulate strong light–matter coupling in a GaAs/AlGaAs microcavity using intense ultrashort laser pulses tuned below the interband exciton energy, which induce a transient Stark shift of the cavity polaritons. For 225-fs pulses, shorter than the cavity Rabi cycle period of 1000 fs, this shift decouples excitons and cavity photons for the duration of the pulse, interrupting the periodic energy exchange between photonic and electronic states. For 1500-fs pulses, longer than the Rabi cycle period, however, the Stark shift does not affect the strong coupling. The two regimes are marked by distinctly different line shapes in ultrafast reflectivity measurements—regardless of the Stark field intensity. The crossover marks the transition from adiabatic to diabatic switching of strong light–matter coupling.

The achievement of strong coupling between light fields and matter excitations has marked a cornerstone of modern physics, both from a fundamental science viewpoint and for the implementation of new classical and quantum technologies. On the one hand, the ability to engineer repeated cycles of energy exchange between single atoms or atomic Bose–Einstein condensates (BEC) and photons confined in cavities, led to the development of a new research branch of cavity quantum electrodynamics, which allowed for implementation and testing of textbook Gedanken experiments [1, 2]. This progress is closely related to the emerging field of quantum information science, constituting the first test-bed for the implementation of secure quantum communication [3], quantum metrology [4] and future quantum computers [5]. On the other hand, the need for scalable platforms and room-temperature operation for technological applications inspired the investigation of strong coupling between light and solid-state systems like semiconductor quantum dots [6, 7], semiconductor quantum wells [8] and, more recently, organic [9] and two-dimensional materials [10]. Such solid-state systems also enable controlling the dynamics of strong coupling, which is challenging in atomic systems.

In semiconductor microcavities, strong light–matter coupling leads to the formation of cavity exciton–polaritons separated in frequency by twice the vacuum Rabi frequency $\Omega_R$, with unique optical [11] and electronic properties [12]. Due to their mixed light–matter character which equips them with low masses and yet strong mutual interactions, polaritons have enabled the observation of high-temperature BEC [13–15], polariton lasing [16, 17], Bogoliubov excitations [18–20] and unconventional quantum fluidity [21–24]. Optical parametric oscillation in microcavities [25] enables generation of entangled photons from nanometer-scale devices [26]. Tunneling [27], switching [28, 29] and spin devices [30, 31] have evidenced the technological potential for high-frequency opto-electronic applications.

Dynamics of strongly coupled light–matter systems has attracted significant interest lately. A key factor for quantum information processing is to preserve coherence by non-invasive, reversible switching of light–matter coupling, as recently demonstrated using acoustic shockwaves [32], dc electrical modulation [33] and
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photodoping [34]. However, these techniques are inherently limited to timescales slower than the Rabi cycle, by up to many orders of magnitude. Thus far, accessing femtosecond time scales has necessitated destroying or activating the strongly coupled state by, e.g., introducing charge carriers [35, 36]. Such invasive schemes alter the components of the light–matter coupled system for the duration of the carrier lifetime. In comparison, reversible modulation dynamics have thus far remained unexplored on time scales on the order of and shorter than the Rabi cycle time.

Here, we investigate noninvasively the ultrafast dynamics of cavity exciton–polaritons in a strongly coupled GaAs/AlGaAs microcavity, reversibly disrupting light–matter coupling on a time scale of the Rabi cycle period, $t_R = 2\pi/\Omega_0$. We demonstrate the crossover from quasi-equilibrium to diabatic dynamics of polaritons exposed to the ultrafast optical potential of a strong, red-detuned pump pulse of variable duration $t_p$, which noninvasively induces an instantaneous blue shift of the polariton doublet during its presence, through the ac Stark effect [37, 38]. Our approach enables ultrafast modulation on the femtosecond time scale and opens up a new regime of dynamics of strong coupling on timescales faster than the Rabi cycle of light–matter energy exchange, while the time scale of the dynamics is limited only by the pulse duration. With this unique capability we show two distinctly different regimes of noninvasive modulation, slower or faster than the light–matter energy exchange rate. For pump pulses shorter than $t_R$, we show that the cavity-exciton strong coupling is interrupted for the duration of the pulse, resulting in dynamical line broadening and a temporally discontinuous response observed in ultrafast reflection measurements. On the contrary, for pulses $t_p > t_R$, the Stark shift does not affect light–matter coupling, and the spectral signature of the polariton doublet remains intact apart from an adiabatic common–mode frequency shift. In both cases, these features are robust under variation of the pump intensity over more than one order of magnitude. In an intuitive picture, the two qualitatively different regimes are characterized as follows: for $t_p < t_R$, the Stark pulse induces a diabatic modulation of light–matter coupling, where the coupling strength is modified faster than a single cavity-exciton energy exchange. Here, cavity-exciton coupling does not govern the dynamics of light–matter interaction; instead, the Stark pulse couples mainly to the exciton leading to strong dynamical broadening, and the cavity passively modifies the spectral characteristics observed in reflectance due to its photonic density of states. Conversely, for $t_p > t_R$, exciton and light field exchange excitation more than once during $t_p$. Since the Stark pulse does not interrupt cavity-exciton coupling, polaritons remain the proper eigenstates of the system and retain their equilibrium linewidths during interaction with the pump field. Experimentally, the diabatic dynamics is very clearly observed on time scales of one fourth of the vacuum Rabi cycle (i.e., $t_p \approx t_R/4$). In fact, our calculations show that already for Stark pulses slightly shorter than $t_p \approx t_R/2$ the diabatic condition is approached.

Our microcavity structure, schematized in figure 1(a), consists of a $\lambda/2$-thick AlAs layer embedded between two Ga$_{0.8}$Al$_{0.2}$/AlAs distributed Bragg reflectors (DBR), with a total of 20 and 16 pairs for bottom and top reflector, respectively, resulting in a cavity Q-factor of $Q \sim 2400$. At each of the three antinodes of the resulting high-quality $\lambda/2$ microcavity, single 6.5-nm-thick GaAs quantum wells (QWs) were grown. The Bragg structure is tapered along one in-plane axis, which allows for tuning the cavity mode at $E_c$ with respect to the equilibrium exciton energy $E^\text{ex}$. In figure 1(b), the reflectivity at a temperature of 4 K is plotted as a function of detuning for normal incidence, showing the expected anti-crossing behavior of cavity mode and excitonic resonance.

At zero detuning, lower (LP) and upper polariton (UP) are separated in energy by 8 meV, corresponding to $t_R = 2\hbar/(E_{\text{UP}} - E_{\text{LP}}) \approx 1$ ps, where $E_{\text{LP}}$ and $E_{\text{UP}}$ denote the respective polariton energies. In our experiment, we measure the ultrafast modulation of the reflectivity $R$ of the strongly coupled structure after excitation with pump pulses centered at 1.55 eV, red-detuned relative to $E^\text{ex}$ by $\sim$55 meV, using femtosecond white-light supercontinuum pulses generated in a sapphire crystal (in a similar setup to that of [37]). The reflectivity spectra are normalized to the spectrum of the white light probe pulse reflected from a metallic mirror without spectral features in the region of interest. The pump beam is kept at a power level at which no significant carrier generation through, e.g., multi-photon processes occurs. Both, pump and probe are derived from a 250-kHz regenerative amplifier with transform-limited 225-fs pulses. The sample is kept at 4 K in a cryostat at all times.

In the first set of experiments, we modulated the exciton–polariton energy levels by the Stark pulse in an adiabatic regime—with a pulse duration longer than the Rabi oscillation period, $t_p > t_R$. Pump pulses of 1500 fs duration (ps-excitation) were obtained by stretching the 225-fs pulses of the laser source using a grating stretcher. The peak intensity was kept at 3.2 GW cm$^{-2}$, while various detunings $\Delta E = E_p - E^\text{ex}$ were selected. The instantaneous absolute reflectivity $R$ of our microcavity, plotted in figure 2(a) for $\Delta E = 0$ as a function of energy and delay time $\tau$ between pump and probe pulses, demonstrates that the Stark shift lasts faster than the Rabi cycle time, the reflectivity in the spectral range between LP and UP remains unchanged, and their dynamics can be observed individually as a slight shift of the respective minima of the reflectivity towards higher energies, with no spectral overlap between LP and UP.
After time-zero, the reflectivity spectrum recovers completely, evidencing that no significant amount of carriers are generated during excitation. Our theoretical analysis detailed further below fully supports this result (figure 2(b)). The response remains qualitatively similar for detunings $\Delta E \neq 0$ (figures 2(c) and (e)), yet, changing the detuning $\Delta E$ allows for tuning the Hopfield coefficients for the two polariton branches, and thus their composition. While $\Delta E = 0$ yields that both polariton branches consist of equal fractions of excitonic and light field components, $\Delta E < 0$ yields a more photonic LP and a more excitonic UP, and vice versa. In each case, the more excitonic polariton exhibits the stronger response.

A fundamentally different behavior is observed by using ultrashort 225-fs pulses (fs-excitation) [37], where peak pulse intensities equivalent to the ps-case were chosen to obtain an instantaneous ac Stark shift of the same magnitude, for comparability. In this setting, a qualitatively different spectral shape is observed. In figure 3, we plot the corresponding reflectivity spectra analogously to figure 2. Before time-zero, perturbed free induction decay of the coherent polarization of the probe pulse leads to spectral and temporal oscillations of the reflectivity, exhibiting interference between the two polariton branches. As time zero is approached, these oscillations diverge in wavelength and finally transition into the doubly-dispersive signature caused by the ac Stark shift of the polariton doublet [37]. In this setting of $t_d < t_b$, the spectral width of this feature exceeds the polariton Rabi splitting, and a continuous spectral line shape extending beyond both polariton branches results.

For zero detuning (figure 3(a)) both polariton branches completely collapse at $\tau = -200$ fs, and a single, broadband signature emerges, which represents the response of the uncoupled exciton.

These dynamics are strongest at slightly negative delay times owing to the delayed buildup of polarization in the structure, leading to maximum interaction between pump and probe pulses for probe pulses slightly preceding the pump pulse. Our theoretical model, detailed further below, fully reproduces the spectral signatures including coherent oscillations as well as the twinned polariton signature near time zero (figure 3), and allows us to determine the polariton decoherence time of $T_2 \approx 1$ ps.

We show that similar to the ps case, the polariton branch with the larger exciton fraction interacts more strongly with the pump pulse and hence, for fs excitation, displays strong spectral broadening, while the other branch exhibits a more narrowband response—with good agreement to the calculated response (figure 3).

Next, in order to better understand the effect of the diabatic driving of the excitonic resonance we measure the differential reflectivity $\Delta R / R$ as a function of delay for fs (figure 4(a); theory: figure 4(b)) and ps excitation (figure 4(c)), and compare it at a fixed delay slightly before time-zero where the largest signal is attained, for different values of the detuning $\Delta E$ (figures 4(d) and (e), solid lines). At $\Delta E = 0$, the separated (d) or merged (e) character of the polariton doublet, respectively, in these two regimes is clearly observed analogously to figures 2 and 3. For ps excitation (d), the spectral widths of the signatures of LP and UP are almost identical even for nonzero values of $\Delta E$. In this case, the equilibrium linewidth remains the dominant contribution, and only little additional broadening is introduced by the dynamic ac Stark shift. Note that the amplitude of each feature in
\( \Delta R/R \) varies according to its spectral distance from the cavity line. For fs excitation (e), however, the dynamical broadening dominates. At \( \Delta E = -6 \text{ meV} \), the specific Hopfield coefficients render the LP strongly photon-like. Since the cavity resonance is not affected by the Stark effect, the LP line width is thus close to the equilibrium linewidth. In contrast, the more exciton-like UP is fully affected by the ac Stark shift and exhibits a spectral shape significantly broader than in the equilibrium situation. As \( \Delta E = 0 \) is approached, the excitonic fraction is more evenly distributed and the line widths of LP and UP become comparable. Finally, for \( \Delta E > 0 \), they cross over such that at \( +5.5 \text{ meV} \), we observe a broadband LP and a narrowband UP resonance.

In order to rule out nonlinear optical or carrier-related effects as the origin of the polariton broadening, we systematically vary the pump intensity in both the fs and the ps case over approximately one order of magnitude, as plotted in figures 5(a), (c), (e) and calculated (b), (d), (f), for adiabatic ps-excitation with cavity-exciton detuning \( \Delta E = 0 \) (a), \( \Delta E < 0 \) (c), (d), and \( \Delta E > 0 \) (e), (f).

The black arrows indicate the spectral position of the LP and UP.

In order to rule out nonlinear optical or carrier-related effects as the origin of the polariton broadening, we systematically vary the pump intensity in both the fs and the ps case over approximately one order of magnitude, as plotted in figures 5(a), (c), (e) and calculated (b), (d), (f), respectively. For better comparability, we again chose higher pump powers in the ps case, resulting in similar instantaneous Stark shifts in the panel pairs (a), (d), and (c), (h). Furthermore, we again restrict the pump power to levels at which no significant carrier generation by two-photon absorption (TPA) of the Stark pulse occurs. For our highest pump intensities of 9 GW cm\(^{-2}\) and 225 fs pulses (2.4 GW cm\(^{-2}\), 1500-fs pulses), we estimate by the TPA coefficient of GaAs of \( \sim 20 \text{ cm GW}^{-1} \) [40] that our strongest pulses inject a sheet carrier density of \( 4.8 \times 10^{11} \text{ cm}^{-2} \) \((2.2 \times 10^{11} \text{ cm}^{-2})\) per QW, which should not result in strong carrier-related signatures in \( \Delta R/R \). This estimate is confirmed by the small residual differential reflectivity signal at positive delay times serving as an experimental probe for renormalization effects, which are smaller than the Stark-induced signal near time-zero by approximately an order of magnitude or more, in every case (e.g., panel (g) for \( \tau = 0.4 \text{ ps} \)). We find that the spectro-temporal signature is independent of pump power up to a scale factor in \( \Delta R/R \) within each power series, yet it fundamentally differs between ps and fs.

Figure 2. Ultrafast reflectivity of the microcavity structure as a function of delay time \( \tau \), and energy—measured (a), (c), (e) and calculated (b), (d), (f), for adiabatic ps-excitation with cavity-exciton detuning \( \Delta E = 0 \) (a), \( \Delta E < 0 \) (c), (d), and \( \Delta E > 0 \) (e), (f). The black arrows indicate the spectral position of the LP and UP.
Figure 3. Measured (a), (c), (e) and calculated (b), (d), (f) time-dependent reflectivity spectra for fs excitation with $\Delta E = 0$ (a), (b), $\Delta E < 0$ (c), (d), and $\Delta E > 0$ (e), (f). The black arrows indicate the spectral position of the LP and UP.

Figure 4. (a) Spectrally resolved ultrafast differential reflectivity $\Delta R/R$ of the strongly coupled microcavity for $\Delta E = 0$, under excitation with red-detuned, 225 fs pulses. (b) Numerical simulations of $\Delta R/R$. (c) Response for excitation with 1500-fs pulses. (d), (e) Measured (solid curves) and calculated (dashed curves) $\Delta R/R$ for different cavity-excitonic detunings $\Delta E$ for 1500-fs and 225-fs excitation, respectively. The curves are shifted vertically for clarity.
cases. We additionally point out that the grating configuration used to obtain the ps pump pulses leaves their time-integrated spectral shape identical to the fs case. Hence, ruling out nonlinearities related to instantaneous pump intensity and possible spectral effects, we conclude that the duration of the pump pulse alone is responsible for the characteristic line shape of $\Delta R/R$.

Our theoretical modeling of the observed dynamics is based on an input–output single-particle mean-field approach \([41, 42]\), incorporating the coupling of excitonic and photonic modes $x$ and $c$ via the Rabi frequency $\Omega_k$ (taken equal to 8 meV for the calculations):

\[
\frac{i}{\hbar} \partial_t \begin{pmatrix} \psi_x \\ \psi_c \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} 0 \\ \sqrt{\kappa_c} F(t) \end{pmatrix} + \begin{pmatrix} E_x(t) - i\hbar \kappa_x / 2 \\ \hbar \Omega_k / 2 \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} \psi_x \\ \psi_c \end{pmatrix},
\]

where

\[
E_x(t) = E_x^0 + \int f e^{-i \omega t} \frac{e^{-i \kappa x / 2\sigma_t^2}}{\sigma_t},
\]

\[
F(t) = \int f_{pb} e^{i \omega t} \frac{e^{-i \kappa c / 2\sigma_p^2}}{\sigma_p},
\]

\[
\kappa_c = \kappa_1 + \kappa_2.
\]

Here, $E_x(t)$ is the exciton energy including the instantaneous ac Stark shift, modeled with a Gaussian temporal profile of amplitude $f$, and duration $\sigma_t$ chosen to represent Stark pulses with full width half maximum of either 225 fs or 1500 fs, $\hbar \kappa_x = 4.25$ meV is the exciton non-radiative decay rate, and $\kappa_c$ is the combined loss rate constituting of the loss rates of the front and back DBR, $\hbar \kappa_1 = 0.1$ meV and $\hbar \kappa_2 = 0.16$ meV. The probe pulse is modeled by $F(t)$ with a Gaussian profile, amplitude $f_{pb}$ and duration $\sigma_p$ chosen for a pulse of FWHM of 250 fs.
Our theory fully reproduces the spectro-temporal signature of the dynamic Stark shift, including the perturbed free induction decay at negative delay times with interference features of both polariton branches (see figures 2 and 3). Spectra extracted near time-zero are plotted in figures 4(d) and (e) as dashed lines along the corresponding experimental data. Both, the spectral shape and the relative reflection amplitudes of the LP and UP are rendered correctly under ps as well as fs excitation. The theory confirms the plateau-shaped spectral range of vanishing $\Delta R/R$ signal between the individual Stark shift signatures of LP and UP shown in figure 4(d). Likewise, the merged spectral signature of both polaritons under fs excitation is rendered (figure 4(e)). Our calculations thus confirm the qualitatively different scenarios for $t_p < t_R$ and $t_p > t_R$, corresponding to the large spectral broadening of a polariton doublet with frozen exciton-cavity exchange, or adiabatic perturbation, respectively (see supplementary material available online at stacks.iop.org/NJP/20/013032/mmedia for detailed calculation results).

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the crossover from adiabatic to diabatic perturbation of a strongly coupled exciton–polariton microcavity excited with red-detuned, intense pump pulses longer or shorter in duration than the Rabi cycle, respectively. Strongly increased broadening exceeding the vacuum Rabi splitting, and ultrafast collapse and revival of the polariton doublet results for sub-Rabi-cycle excitation, demonstrating that the limit of a frozen polariton is approached, where no exchange between exciton and light field takes place during the perturbation. Adiabatic perturbation at identical pump peak intensities, on the contrary, leads to a collective shift of the polariton doublet. Tuning the cavity relative to the resonance enabled us to distribute the ac Stark shift by modulating the excitonic and photonic fraction of the polaritons. Our theory reproduces the line shape quantitatively. The crossover between adiabatic and diabatic control of light–matter coupling demonstrated here paves the way for fundamental research and practical applications in the study of strongly-coupled systems and novel quantum technologies.
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